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919-3-5

21:00:18  1) London - Picadilly Circus with “Schweppes” sign on building,            (N) England
-21:02:01     family posing, street scene with double decker buses, “The London          [also on 1C02
                    Pavillion” exterior, Parliament building with Big Ben                               15:28:32-15:30:15]
                    (ca. 1914)                                                                                                [also see 1C14
                                                                                                                                    01:52:26-01:59:16]

21:02:15  2) couples ballroom dancing, people in receiving line                              (S) Society
-21:03:27     (1916)

21:03:32  3) three generations of the British Royal family at picnic table                 (S) Society
-21:04:06     including Edward VII on right petting dog, George V standing                [also silent on 1A27
                    on left and little boy Edward VIII sitting on ground next to dog               02:24:18-02:25:04]
                    (1897?)                                                                                                    [also silent on 1A22-3
                                                                                                                                    02:15:37-02:16:10]
                                                                                                                                    [also on 1X89
                                                                                                                                    02:46:26-02:47:00]

21:05:19  4) staged dinner party - people sitting down at table, older woman          (N) Society
-21:05:56     giving woman then man letters, woman and man comparing letters,
                    woman then man kissing older woman on her mouth  (1900s)

21:06:51  5) bars around the world - London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Rome,            (N) Bars
-21:10:13     Bucharest  (late 1920s - 1930s)  <head titles missing>                              [also on 1X32
                                                                                                                                    08:17:28-08:21:11]

919-2-4

21:10:32  1) street scenes, St. Paul’s Cathedral? exterior with street scene,             (S) Great Britain:
-21:11:24     church with CU double decker bus driving by / Paris street scene             England - London -
                    with “Cafe de L’Europe” and “Perrier” signs                                            Pre 1916 -2-
                                                                                                                                    [section]
                                                                                                                                    [partially also
                                                                                                                                    on 1F01
                                                                                                                                    01:13:50-01:13:55]

21:11:26  2) street scene with policeman directing traffic, double decker bus          (S) Great Britain:
-21:14:14     stopping and loading passengers, busy street scene with many                  England - London-
                    double decker buses, pedestrians (early fashion), busy street scenes          Pre 1916 -4-
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21:14:23  3) street scene at “The London Pavillion”, square with monument           (?) England: London -
-21:15:49     and traffic, buildings, Trafalgar Square with traffic, crowd, theatre           Pre 1915
                    with sign for “Russian Opera & Ballet”

21:16:01  4) pedestrians, “Tivoli” theatre exterior, street scene with                       (?) England: London -
-21:19:11     “Schweppes” sign on building, “Perrier” sign, baggage being                    Pre 1915
                    being unloaded from cab                                                                           [also see more
                                                                                                                                    complete version
                                                                                                                                    on 1C14
                                                                                                                                    01:52:26-01:59:16]

919-4-1

21:19:32  1) restaurant, couple dancing                                                                  (S) Restaurants
-21:19:37     (ca. 1910)  <staged>

919-1-3

21:19:59  1) “Ascot Sunday” - view of parks and mansions from boat on canal,      (?) England: London -
-21:22:05     many of boats on canal, band playing, couples dancing                             ca. 1915
                    (early fashion), crowd in grandstands at racetrack, horse race
                    in progress

21:22:22  2) scenes of people exiting train and walking away on outdoor station,    (?) England: London
-21:25:39     women wearing elegant long dresses and elaborate hats, race track,          Pre 1910
                    coronation parade  (ca. 1900)                                                                   [also on 1C14
                                                                                                                                    01:30:43-01:33:31]

21:25:45  3) hansom cab and double decker buses, parliament building                   (?) England: London
-21:26:27                                                                                                                     Pre 1910
                                                                                                                                    [also on 1C14
                                                                                                                                    01:36:07-01:36:47]


